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Ithaka S+R Conducts Survey

“The surveys
aim to provide
the library
community with
an understanding
of the important
shifts in the role
of academic
libraries.”

I

n 2009 and 2010, Ithaka S+R conducted surveys of 3,025
collegiate faculty members and 267 high-level academic
library directors to determine the current administrative
priorities and faculty needs regarding library service
offerings and collections. Through an examination of this data,
the surveys aim to provide the library community with
an understanding of the important shifts in the role of
academic libraries and the necessity for publishers
and scholarly societies to adapt to serve the changing
needs of their faculty constituents.
Findings from the surveys reveal that library
directors and faculty members believe the role of
the academic library is evolving and both groups
point to technology as the driving instigator of
change. While traditional research practices relied
heavily on the academic library and locally
implemented research tools including printed
books and journal articles, today there are
numerous alternative avenues for discovery.
Because advancements in technology have
rapidly turned scholars toward electronic
resources, the research process is no longer
likely to begin with a consultation with
a librarian or a search through the library’s
online catalog. In fact, almost 70% of faculty
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from the editor

Joanna Gillette, Marketing

Warning! Evolution in Progress
Evolution is inevitable. Over time, things
are bound to change. I am constantly
amazed both at how slow the publishing
industry is to change and yet how agile
and adaptive we can be. I think the
distinction is one of scale: a paradigm
shift takes time, but small-scale advances
are constantly occurring. Individual
technologies undergo rapid development
and publishers are champing at the bit,
ready to try each new idea as quickly
as possible—in no small part because
our consumers demand cutting edge
technology and immediate accessibility.
Thus, the conclusions of the Ithaka S+R
Faculty and Library surveys as summarized
in our Feature article, “The Evolution of the
Academic Library: Ithaka S+R Conducts
Survey,” should come as no surprise.
Technology remains the driving instigator
2

of change, and the surveys reveal a
clear preference for electronic content.
However, libraries are still struggling to
define their changing role in an electronic
environment.
Another curator of sorts, CrossRef is
engaging in a little evolution of their own.
After 10 years of operation, CrossRef has
announced new regulations for displaying
DOIs. The new URL format will help ensure
that readers recognize the DOI for what it
is—a tool for direct and persistent access
to the source of a cited article. Read our
Best Practices article, “Persistent Reference
Linking with CrossRef,” to learn more.
Publishers will continue to adapt to their
environment. I hope we’ll greet new
changes not with the animal fear inherent
in a “survival of the fittest” mentality, but

with the wonder of discovery as we begin
to see the direction our evolution will
take. One ticket to the Galápagos Islands,
please!
We’re always interested in your feedback
about the newsletter and ideas you
have for future articles. Please e-mail
comments, suggestions or ideas to
frontmatter@allenpress.com. 
FrontMatter
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respondents reported most often beginning
research through network-level services,
including general purpose search engines and
services targeted at specific academic disciplines.
This means that although faculty may rely on
materials licensed by the library, their conduit
for discovery of these resources is no longer the
library itself.
This shift in the research process leaves academic
libraries challenged to determine what role they
should appropriately play. To do so effectively
requires knowledge of how faculty members
value the library’s existing roles. The 2009
faculty survey asked respondents to rate their
perceptions of the importance of three core
traditional functions of the library:
• The library as a starting point or “gateway” for
locating information for research
• The library as a “buyer” for resources from
academic journals to books to electronic
databases
• The library as a repository or “archive” of
resources
The faculty survey identified that while the buyer
role has consistently been important to faculty
members in the past, it is now overwhelmingly
rated as the most important of the three. More
than 90% of faculty members rated the buyer
role as very important while 71% and 59% rated
the archive and gateway roles as very important,
respectively. Ithaka S+R began administering
tri-annual faculty surveys in 2000. Since then, as
individual faculty subscriptions have declined in
favor of an increasingly extensive set of librarylicensed resources, faculty perceptions of the
importance of the library as their purchasing
agent has steadily increased.
Though faculty respondents especially value
the library’s role as buyer of resources, the study
indicated that library directors broadly prioritize
research and teaching support functions over
traditional buying, gateway, and archiving roles.
However, the survey revealed that directors’
budget priorities indicate that purchasing
resources is, indeed, of chief importance.
Respondents were asked how they would
spend an unexpected 10% budget increase;
they selected up to three areas from a list of six
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possible options in which they would invest the
money. An overwhelming 55% of respondents
said they would invest more money in the area
of online or digital journals. This was in severe
contrast to the 2% who said that they would buy
more print journal subscriptions. The fifth and
sixth priorities—“other digital resources” and
“electronic versions of scholarly monographs”—
were also related to licensing or purchasing
online materials. Other key areas included “tools
for discovery (OPACs, indices, federated search,
etc.)” with 41% in favor of investment, “staff
for reference and user services/teaching and
learning” with 36%, and “facilities expansions and
renovations” with 29%.

“This data is of
particular interest
to the publishing
world because
it signifies that
electronic journals
are the primary
budget priority
for the majority of
librarians.”

This data is of particular interest to the
publishing world because it signifies that
electronic journals are the primary budget
priority for the majority of librarians.
Respondents said that they envision a continued
rise in the amount of their budgets allocated
to purchasing digital materials and anticipate
continued reduction in expenditures for print
materials. They predicted that in five years,
print journals will make up only
8% of their collections spending,
compared with the 61% that will
be spent on digital journals.
Faculty attitudes also suggest
that print editions of current
issues of scholarly journals are
quickly becoming archaic. A
large majority (73%) of faculty
respondents said that they
would be comfortable if their
libraries no longer acquired
current issues in print form,
so long as they are available
electronically. This figure has
substantially climbed from just
over 50% when Ithaka S+R
asked this question in 2003.
Most libraries are
making the transition
to electronic journals
by deaccessioning or
moving print journals
offsite, ceasing their print
subscriptions, or not
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“Although these
findings may imply
that publishers
should begin a
swift transition to
an electronic-only
publishing model,
additional survey
responses point
toward faculty
concerns about
the reliability
of e-journal
preservation.”

The Evolution of the Academic Library: Ithaka S+R Conducts Survey

binding new issues. Among all library director
respondents, 54% said that they do not believe
that it will be necessary to maintain hard-copy
journal collections after five years. A large
majority of respondents (82%) said that they
have either deaccessioned hard-copy journals or
moved them to a remote storage facility.
Although these findings may imply that
publishers should begin a swift transition to an
electronic-only publishing model, additional
survey responses point toward faculty concerns
about the reliability of e-journal preservation.
Only a third of faculty respondents agreed
strongly that they would be “happy” to see hardcopy collections of scholarly journals discarded
and replaced entirely by electronic collections.
Exactly half responded at least somewhat
positively to this idea, indicating that many
faculty members are not strongly opposed to the
notion. Science faculty members are still more
willing to accept an electronic-only format than
their counterparts in the social sciences and
humanities, but there is growing acceptance in all
disciplines.
Faculty respondents who are strongly
opposed to the notion of cancelling print
are in the minority (less than 10% in
Social Sciences and Sciences and less
than 20% in Humanities); however,
there have been cases of severe
opposition to the withdrawal of
print journals. As Jennifer Howard
reported in her article, “In Face
of Professors’ ‘Fury,’ Syracuse
U. Library Will Keep Books on
the Shelves,” which appeared
in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, opposition from
the Humanities faculty at
Syracuse University reached
the level of ‘fury,’ underscoring
the importance of continued
communication between library
directors and faculty. While the current
trends clearly point toward a decrease in
the purchase and on-site archival of printed
material, individual institutions may choose
to go against the grain in order to meet the
unique preferences of their faculty.
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Many libraries have become comfortable with
the idea of moving their print journal collections
to remote storage sites after they have reliable
digital access to copies of these resources; 91% of
respondents have already done so or have plans
to do so in the future. The library community has
also placed more emphasis on opportunities for
collaboration in the preservation of print journals.
These group storage approaches are usually
accompanied by formal policies for defining
preservation standards for print materials. WEST
and other group storage initiatives systematize
print collections management in a way that
simplifies the decisions of individual libraries;
however, relatively few libraries (18%) choose to
participate in them.
Although libraries are transitioning to alternate
access models for print journals, books and
monographs are not yet on the same trajectory.
Faculty members are generally uncomfortable
with the idea of deaccessioning print books. In
the faculty survey, only 4% of respondents agreed
with the statement “Within the next five years, the
use of e-books will be so prominent among
faculty and students that it will not be
necessary to maintain local collections
of hard-copy books.” Similarly, only 7%
of library administrators agreed with
this statement. These results indicate
that there will be no sudden transition
to electronic books in the near future.
The data collected by
Ithaka S+R surveys
suggest that while
digital materials are
clearly the medium
of choice for most
faculty members, more
strategic planning—
perhaps combining the
preservation and business
models—might be
necessary to make a smart
and complete transition
from print to electronic
journal publishing while
also taking into account library,
publisher, author, and reader
perspectives. 
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Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef

Persistent Reference Linking with CrossRef
Citations are important in scholarly
publishing. A scholar’s publication record
can make or break a career. For better or
worse, tenure committees evaluate those
publications based on citation measures
like Thomson Reuter's Impact Factor, the
h-index, or perhaps by emerging articlelevel metrics showing citations and links
to an individual piece of content.

What is Reference Linking
CrossRef makes it possible for a reader of
a scholarly journal to click the citations
or references of an article and be taken
directly to the full text of the article being
cited. CrossRef achieves this through the
use of Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs),
which are persistent links.
Of course citation linking is broader than
just linking in journal articles. Few people
are aware that of the 48 million items that
have CrossRef DOIs, about 7% of them
are assigned to books at the chapter
level. As a matter of fact, books are the
fastest growing content type at CrossRef.
Other important content includes
proceedings papers, reports, and theses.
Even individual figures and tables within a
document can have DOIs.

Why Persistence Matters
What exactly do we mean when we say
a DOI is a persistent link? The CrossRef
member publisher who owns the
content and assigns the DOI is making a
commitment to that content—to keeping
it available indefinitely. But how does that
work when publishers buy and sell journal
titles, stop publication, transfer hosting
platforms, and sometimes even go out of
business?
CrossRef works on both a technical and
a social level. It manages the actual

deposit of DOIs with the
Handle System (a thirdparty technology), and is
a Registration Agency of the
International DOI Foundation
(IDF). The DOI system “resolves” a
DOI to the publisher’s website.
CrossRef also provides
look-up services for DOIs.
If you have bibliographic
metadata for a piece
of content, CrossRef
can return the DOI.
Conversely, if you have
a DOI, it can give you the
metadata.
The other, and equally
important, part of persistence
is a social contract. The publisher
promises to keep the URLs for its content
updated at CrossRef. They promise to
keep the content up and available.
If they buy or sell journal titles, they
promise to work with CrossRef and the
other publisher to make sure the URLs
are updated. They make arrangements
with an archiving organization such as
CLOCKS, Portico, or a national library
so that in the event that they cease
publication or go out of business, the DOI
can continue to resolve to the archival
version of the content.
If a user gets an error message when
trying to click on or resolve a DOI, it is
most often because the creator of the
link made a mistake. Publishers may also
erroneously publicize DOIs before they
are live, or change URLs without updating
them at CrossRef. Publishers who agree
to be part of CrossRef must take their
commitments seriously, or the value of the
persistent link is severely diminished for
everyone. CrossRef forwards every broken
DOI report to the appropriate publisher
for correction.
Luckily for smaller publishers, CrossRef
Service Providers, such as Allen Press,
are authorized to make DOI deposits
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(assigning DOIs) and to do queries
(discovering DOIs) on behalf of their
publisher customers. Because of this,
members do not have to manage gnarly
XML on their own in order to participate
in the reference linking system.

How to Display DOIs
CrossRef has more than 1,000 publisher
members and thousands of library
affiliates, and the CrossRef reference
linking system has been operational for
more than 10 years. For the first time
since the system went live, CrossRef has
just changed its recommendations for
how to display CrossRef DOIs in online
publications. Effective immediately, the
new display guideline is to display the
CrossRef DOI as a link. To do this, you
just add http://dx.doi.org/ before any
DOI. For example, the old format was
displayed as doi: 10.5085/jfe.22.1.75. It will
now become http://dx.doi.org/10.5085/
jfe.22.1.75.
The new guidelines document, with
information on the reason for this change,
is available at http://www.crossref.
org/02publishers/doi_display_guidelines.
html. 
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Christy Classi, Association Management, and Ariel Sinha, Marketing

Increase Member Retention Among Individual Subscribers and Students
It is no secret that association members
have increasing expectations of value
for a dollar. Personalization has become
increasingly important to member
retention; members want individualized,
personal attention and of course flexibility
and willingness to go the extra mile.
Before you make any changes, take a look
at your marketing budget. Consider the
lifetime value of a member:

1
1–Retention Rate

Your association also provides
opportunities to be recognized and
awarded for excellence in the profession.
Communicate to your members that as
a member of your organization, they are
eligible for honors and awards in addition
to the ability to nominate the outstanding
leaders who have made a difference in
their own professional lives.

 Member Dues = Lifetime Value

How much are you willing to invest in a
member to receive that revenue stream?
Once you have the answer, update your
budget accordingly.
Key to increasing member retention
is actively promoting the benefits of
membership to individuals who are already
members. This is where most organizations
lack focus and attention. Societies tend to
look at the journal as their main member
benefit. In today’s world of open access
and aggregations, most members of your
organization will have access to your
journal content without a membership.
Societies need to examine the benefits
they are providing to members and use
every opportunity to remind members
what return they are getting for their
investment.
Perhaps the most important benefit of
an individual’s membership in a society
is the opportunity to network with other
professionals. Networking is a critical
activity for members’ personal growth
and career development. Being a part of
a network leads to shared knowledge.
Remind your members that your
organization offers the opportunity to
network, build relationships, and take
action, and because of this, the return on
their investment will be quite positive.
Next, a benefit that is often not touted
is that membership provides funds to
enhance and support research in the
form of Grants-in-Aid, research awards,
and student travel funds. Make sure that
6

the eligible members are aware of these
funds.

Finally, associations should keep active
members aware of the benefits that the
society provides to the public and field as
a whole, not just its individual members.
This sense of greater good is another
important way to keep members engaged.
Here are some examples of how a society
benefits the public or field:
• Promotes a greater appreciation of
the role and value of the field among
practitioners
• Maintains a code of ethics
• Supports student education and entry
into the field
• Promotes greater public awareness of
contributions
• Conducts, gathers, analyzes, and
publishes research
• Provides awards or recognition for
excellence
A very important group of members
that is mostly overlooked and ignored
in associations is student members. Not
a lot of time, energy or money is spent
trying to aggressively recruit and retain
them; however, there are a lot of
advantages to recruiting
and retaining student
members.

seeking leadership opportunities right
now. Your association can provide those
opportunities through committees and
volunteer groups.
In order to recruit and retain student
members, work with professors to
integrate your society’s journal articles
and other resources into classroom study
and required course materials. Create
course packets using repurposed content
that has been published in your journal
and other publications. In addition to the
benefits, students will join because it is
part of their course curriculum.
Career development and networking
opportunities are the main reasons
students seek association membership.
Because getting a position right out of
college is difficult, it is important for
associations to offer a job board that
encourages organizations to list entrylevel positions. Industry leaders should
encourage their organizations to offer
internships and entry-level positions to
members of the association as well.
After students have graduated, take
the initiative to follow up and retain
newly graduated members. Consider
implementing a “Give a Grad a Gift”
program—a one year membership that is
free for both the giver and the recipient.
It may not bring in initial revenue, but the
recipient may renew in the future.
In the next issue of FrontMatter, look for an
article that will address increasing retention among new association members. 

Developing a stronger
student presence could
encourage students
to choose a career in
your industry. Perhaps
most importantly,
your society can take
advantage of the fact
that current students are
FrontMatter

views and reviews
SPARC (the Scholarly Publishing and
Academic Resources Coalition) has
named the Public Library of Science’s
(PLoS) PLoS ONE as the SPARC Innovator
for June 2011. The SPARC Innovator
program recognizes advances in
scholarly communication propelled by
an individual, institution, or group.
PLoS ONE is an interdisciplinary journal
and groundbreaking new model in
which editors and reviewers do not
assess the potential importance of the
work submitted before publication.
Instead, if the research is found solid, the
author pays a flat fee and up it goes on
the Web.
This new model has led to tremendous
success for PLoS from both publishing
and financial perspectives. In 2010,
PLoS ONE published 6,800 articles—
compared to 1,200 in 2007—and
became self-sustaining. In four years, the
journal has become the largest peerreviewed journal in existence. (To view
the complete press release, please visit
http://www.arl.org/sparc/innovator/
index.shtml.)
As a partner to PLoS for many
years, Allen Press congratulates
the journal on being named SPARC
Innovator. Allen Press played a
key role in the inception of PLoS
ONE and we wish PLoS continued
success.
In 2005 PLoS came to Allen Press
with their plan for PLoS ONE. The
publisher was looking for an
expedited production process

PLoS ONE Named SPARC Innovator
unlike the conventional workflows
in use for the other PLoS journals. In
order to achieve a quick turnaround of
proofs, Allen Press assembled a team
to consider ways to further automate
the production process from online
peer review through online release of
completed articles. Working together
with PLoS and The Charlesworth
Group, we established the systems and
workflow for PLoS ONE. Allen Press’
experience with online peer review,
XML-driven composition and online
journal hosting provided the needed
expertise to create an integrated,
automated workflow.
The PLoS ONE workflow began with
author submission in AllenTrack where
the DOI was auto-assigned. Composed
pages were returned to PLoS within
24 to 48 hours. Once an article was
approved for publication, the files were
automatically pushed to PLoS where
they were hosted on their online journal
platform.
The PLoS ONE workflow was so
successful that once it was established,

PLoS made the decision to move all
of their other journals into the same
workflow. The increased automation in
this workflow improved turn-around
time for all PLoS publications.
A fully automated workflow of this
nature was an absolute necessity given
the volume PLoS was forecasting for
the new journal. Julie Rinke, Director
of Client Solutions, recalls, “When
we originally met with PLoS about
PLoS ONE, they anticipated that they
would have 1,200 papers submitted
to the journal each month. It was a
bit staggering to imagine such a high
submission rate, but they indeed
surpassed that milestone this year.”
”Because of our experience with
PLoS ONE, we’ve been able to create
similar expedited workflows for other
publishers who wish to reduce their
time to publish. Our FasTrack workflows
are flexible, allowing publishers to
customize which steps they wish to
automate and expedite to meet their
needs,” added Melanie Dolechek,
Director of Publishing and Marketing.
Last year, the Ecological Society of
America launched its new rapidpublication journal, Ecosphere—a
peer-reviewed, online-only, open
access publication that welcomes
submissions from all sub-disciplines
of ecological science—utilizing the
fully electronic Allen Press FasTrack
workflow. In the first year, the journal
received more than 300 submissions
and the average number of
days from submission to
publication is 134. 

Congratulations to Dr. Michael P. O’Donnell
Michael P. O’Donnell, MBA, MPH, PhD, has been named winner of the 2011 Elizabeth Fries Health Education Award.
The James F. and Sarah T. Fries Foundation presents this award annually to a health educator who has made a
substantial contribution to advancing the field of health education or health promotion through research, program
development, or program delivery. Dr. O’Donnell was selected for “improving the practice and science of health
promotion, integrating health promotion into US national health policy, and accelerating international growth of health
promotion concepts.” Dr. O’Donnell is the Editor in Chief of the American Journal of Health Promotion. As a partner in
the journal’s production, Allen Press would like to congratulate Dr. O’Donnell on the receipt of this prestigious award.
For more information, contact Patti Weber at 248/425-2737 or Patti.Weber@HealthPromotionJournal.com.
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Tim Cross, Marketing

Allen Press Pushes the Envelope to Help Customers
In July, Allen Press launched a new blog
called MailBlogx, a mailing and distribution
resource for scholarly and special interest
publishers.
Yes, it’s technically a blog. But consider it
more of a go-to place for publishers who
need to find out the latest information
regarding rates for periodicals, the latest
development in list certification, or
expected interruptions in mail service in
international hot spots. While MailBlogx
does live in the blogosphere, you won’t
find controversial opinions, pointcounterpoint, philosophical musings,
or running commentary on the state of
modern society. What you will find are
useful updates on postal regulations,

rate increases,
announcements,
and initiatives,
as well as news
and information
regarding industry
trends, terminology,
technology, and mailing services for
publishers.
Fresh content is posted every other Friday,
with updates in between as news breaks.
Commenting is encouraged and is enabled
for a specified time on all new posts. For
convenience, an RSS feed is available
for readers who would like to receive an
alert when new content has been posted.
Readers who are new or returning can

search for archived material by month,
a specific date, or most recent. Past blog
posts have included an announcement
about the recent USPS mobile barcode
promotion, an explanation of Intelligent
Mail Barcode (IMB) and what it means
for publishers, and a how-to PowerPoint
presentation for creating a USPS Business
Customer Gateway account.
You can find MailBlogx at http://
mailblogx.wordpress.com/. 

